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5 of 5 people found the following review helpful. Excellent book on California
divorceBy TFLReaderMy sister lives in Southern California and is in the
beginning stages of a somewhat amicable divorce. They have one child, a small
amount of property and don't want to waste a lot of money on legal fees. As I
am out there frequently and went through a California divorce years ago, we
have discussed this and have both read through several books on this issue. This
is, by far, the most comprehensive and up-to-date guide on everything you need
to know about divorce in California. Each topic covered is in depth and gives
clear direction, from dealing with property, children, assets, debts and even
estate planning. A must have if you're looking to survive divorce with your
wallet and sanity intact.4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
Excellent Comprehensive Resource--Well DoneBy Sb WhartonSince the divorce
rate is over fifty percent these days and I have a friend who is going through a
painful divorce now I thought this book would be helpful. I decided to give this
book a read. I had never heard of mediation for divorce until I talked with her
then I saw this book. The title intrigued me. The author starts the book with a
candid and real view of his experience and how he became a mediator. The
book begins with how an overview of how to get the most out of the book. The
advice to act like a grownup stuck a cord with me. I see so many people act
complete and total fools in a divorce process it is unreal. The chapter on
staggering cost of divorce in California was eye opening. The tips for how to
manage your reaction to a difficult spouse are helpful and timely advice. I
enjoyed the chapter on mediation and how it works, how to pick a mediator and
what to expect during the process insightful. This a comprehensive and well
researched book giving a step by step guide to divorce in California. I did not
know so much could be handled in the mediation of a divorce. Although divorce
can be very painful this book offers a tasteful, professional mature approach to
divorcevery detailed. Well done and Great Read.3 of 3 people found the
following review helpful. HelpfulBy ReviewerThis is a very useful book by one
of the top divorce mediators in California. The author certainly knows his stuff,
and he is an effective writer. This book was recommended to me by a close
friend who was a client of Mr. Magnuson's and who suggested that I read the
book in its entirety prior to filing for divorce. This turned out to be valuable
advice.Divorce for Grownups is a surprisingly easy read given the sad and
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